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SMD Component counter
--COU2000EX(Pocket check model)

Motorized electron-optical SMD components counter, works by counting numbers of SMD
reel tapes, accurate and fast.

Features：
1. "Pocket Check" Option Tracks Missing Components (suitable for COU2000EX

Model)
2. The automatic counter sets up and changes over

fast,count out an entire reel or a specific number of
parts to prepare for you next job,and you've got the
right amount.

3. Easy operate,designed to prevent tape
dropping,minimizing risk of damage to tapes.

4. Count forward and backward,double-check feature
ensures accuracy,built-in memory allows you to preset
count quantity.

5. The counter use drafting LCD screen.
6. Use patent reflector,humanized operation platform.
7. Machine auto stop when preset quantity is reached .

Specifications:
Power supply: 220V (50Hz) or 110V(60Hz)
Counting capability: -59999 to 59999pcs
Size: 410(L)*235(W)*240(H)mm
Weight:9kg

Universal Products:
1, Suitable for SMD universal package components;
2,Dia. Reel: Suitable for 7" and 13" reels ;
3, Width of tape:8,12,16,24,32,44,56,72,88(mm)
4, Pitch of tape: 1/2,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.........mm

Installation:
1.Pannasonic motor , Smooth operation, good stability, high accuracy calculation zerro
error.
2.The left and right tray are with steel material ,long use life ,not easy damage.
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SMD Component counter
--COU2000ADV(Basic model)

Motorized electron-optical SMD components counter, works by counting numbers of
SMD reel tapes, accurate and fast.

Features:
1.The automatic counter sets up and changes over
fast,count out an entire reel or a specific number of parts
to prepare for you next job,and you've got the right
amount.
2.Easy operate,designed to prevent tape
dropping,minimizing risk of damage to tapes.
3.Count forward and backward,double-check feature
ensures accuracy,built-in memory allows you to preset
count quantity.
4.The counter use drafting LCD screen.
5.Use patent reflector,humanized operation platform.
6.Machine auto stop when preset quantity is reached

Specifications:
Power supply: 220V (50Hz) or 110V(60Hz)
Counting capability: -59999 to 59999pcs
Size: 410(L)*235(W)*240(H)mm
Weight:9kg

Universal Products:
1.Suitable for SMD universal package components;
2.Dia. Reel: Suitable for 7" and 13" reels ;
3.Width of tape:8,12,16,24,32,44,56,72,88(mm)
4.Pitch of tape: 1/2,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.........mm

Installation:
1.Pannasonic motor , Smooth operation, good stability, high accuracy calculation zerro
error.
2.The left and right tray are with steel material ,long use life ,not easy damage.


